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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) @ Vistaar
Our aspirations go beyond becoming a larger robust financial institution. We strive to contribute actively in social
initiatives which can play a critical role in social inclusiveness of the country. We, at Vistaar decided to focus on select
areas such as quality education, health and sanitation which we believe will help create a maximum impact on society.
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As our first CSR initiative, in March’17, the Company teamed-up with The Teacher Foundation (TTF) which is managed
by Shraddha Trust - a registered public non-profit trust that is committed to promoting the development of schools
and educators throughout India. The purpose of this collaboration is to empower teachers and heads in Government
primary or secondary schools situated in the rural places of Karnataka to address some of the key issues related to
learning and development and help schools to become better places for learning.

The Company has also tied-up with Samarpaka Seva Trust who helps to identify right activities and have tie-ups with various NGOs
across India. One of the first activities we initiated is conducting Health & Wellness Camps at various Govt. schools in the rural places of
Karnataka. We are also working on construction/repair of toilets at various needy schools. The NGO, YOUtH for SEVA (YFS), is the
execution partner for all these health and sanitation programmes. We are extremely satisfied with the outcomes of these initial
programmes and wish to amplify it to different States too, more particularly into semi-urban and rural areas.

Our CSR Activities
BELAGU

DOCTOR @SCHOOL

‘Belagu’ (meaning Illuminate) - A project being conducted by TTF
to support 62 teachers and head-masters of various Govt. schools
in Shiggaon & Ranebennur. This emphasised on improving
Teaching Skills, Teacher-Student Interaction, Lesson Planning, and
so on…

YOUtH for SEVA conducted a Health & Wellness Camp called
‘Doctor @School’ in Belagavi, Mudhol & Kunigal locations which
covered about 15 schools & around 1,600 were beneficiary
children. We plan to cover over 10,000 school children in FY19.

Embarking upon another CSR activity…
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Vistaar has donated, usable old uniforms to GOONJ,
an NGO which distributes old usable clothes to the
rural communities as reward for their labor work
carried out in the society; from repairing roads,
digging wells, recharging water ponds etc.

States

Customers

53,680

They distribute these clothes to underserved
population in remote and rural areas. These usable
clothes are also issued in a large scale to disaster
relief and rehabilitation.

Employees

2,021

Vistaar employees donating
clothes to Goonj

13

Branches

223

Districts

154
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